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ABSTRACT This paper presents a comprehensive study on RF-MEMS (radio frequency - micro electromechanical systems) switches which are expected to be extensively integrated into 5G infrastructures. The specifications of the RF-MEMS switch in use case and scenario for 5G have been summarized in part 2 and followed by the study of the state-of-the-art RF-MEMS switches in part 3. Both metal-contact and capacitive RF-MEMS switches which have been developed and fabricated within the last two decades are studied and tabled. In order to meet with the specification requirements of 5G scenario, the performance and characteristics of the RF-MEMS switches should be enhanced, such as acceptable RF performance, low actuation voltage, good reliability, short switching time, multiband topology, on-chip integration and packaging. Different techniques for the improvement of the RF-MEMS switches properties, for instance low spring constant, large actuation area, diverse actuation methods, push-pull mechanism, modified driving voltage waveform, inductive compensation, and so on, have been thoroughly investigated, classified and summarized in part 4 which serves as the main contribution of the review. The findings from this review can be beneficial for further RF-MEMS switches’ design and improvement. The upgraded RF-MEMS switches are capable of satisfying the growing need of cutting edge performance for 5G or high performance applications.

INDEX TERMS 5G, RF-MEMS switch, high performance, different techniques

I. INTRODUCTION

In mobile wireless communication systems, 5G stands for the fifth Generation mobile technology. Comparing to the previous communication technologies (e.g., 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G), 5G will be significantly improved in terms of incredibly high data volume and rate, tremendous number of connected devices, shorter end-to-end (E2E) latency and very wide frequency bandwidth. With the emerging and development of IoT (Internet of Things) which will ultimately connect any objects and environment entities in our daily life experience, earning their own identities in the digital world, by means of the Internet, 5G systems are expected to be the enabler since it is capable to deliver up to 1000 times the capacity of current mobile networks. With this new technology implemented and employed by an extensive class of components, such as wideband switches, switching units, multi-state impedance tuners, and multi-state phase shifters, reconfigurable filters, programmable step attenuators, hybrid devices, as well as miniaturized antennas and arrays, these components will require an upgrade on their own to support the superior performance of 5G networks [1]. The key RF (radio frequency) subsystems in 5G RF transceiver include antennas, tunable filters, RF power amplifiers, and MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) [2]. In all of these 5G systems or subsystems, it can be seen that, from the hardware aspect, RF switch is one of the most fundamental and crucial component which is used to route signals through transmission paths with a high degree of efficiency; its RF characteristics, switching time, power handling and reliability can directly affect the related properties and performance of the 5G applications.

There are many commercial RF switches developed and available in the market so far. For example, pHEMT (pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor) from Skywork© [3] exhibits low insertion loss, high isolation and linearity, as well as good power handling; but its operation frequency range is limited up to 8GHz. Electromechanical relay RF switches from Pasternack Enterprises© presents very low insertion loss, high isolation and power handling in the wide millimeter wave frequency range; however, it has very limited lifetime, large assembly and high actuation voltage [4]. Solid-state RF switches, such as high-speed silicon p-i-n diode or FET (field-effect transistor), also from Pasternack Enterprises© present long lifetime, fast switching speed, and good isolation in wide
mm-wave frequency range; but have relatively limited insertion loss especially in the kilohertz range [4]. Keysight Technologies, Inc. proposes several electromechanical switches, e.g., multiport switches, SPDT (single-pole double-throw) switches, bypass switches, matrix switches, and so on, with pretty good RF characters [5]; however, their very high operation voltages are not practical with mobile or green cellular system. The field of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) for radio frequency (RF) applications, known as RF-MEMS, has been gathering interest since early discussions in scientific literatures about two decades ago [6]. RF-MEMS switches with acceptable performance are now becoming available in the market [7], such as the RF-MEMS switches from Omron and Radiant [8] where hybrids and band pass filters are employed to form a novel Frequency dependent power limiter circuit [9, 10]. RF-MEMS switches are also integrated into transmitters and receiver circuits within cellular base stations in telecommunication networks where it is used in switching filters to access different bands of frequencies without rebooting the system [11]. It is predicted that RF-MEMS switches can be good alternatives and play an important role in mobile communications due to the increase in demand of high-speed internet connectivity which has led to rapid deployment of 5G network infrastructures [12, 13]. This is because comparing to the conventional RF switches, RF-MEMS switches exhibit many significant advantages, such as negligible power consumption, less series capacitance and resistance, very high cut-off frequency, good isolation and high linearity in a very wide frequency range [14, 15]. Also, with recent substantial efforts in developing low-voltage RF-MEMS switch, the technology can be easily implemented into remote, wireless, or green automatic systems. Besides these remarkable characteristics, replacing the standard counterparts by RF-MEMS switches in RF systems can reduce the hardware complexity which can in turn reduce its cost and lead times, as well as system’s power consumption; the transceiver operability, on the other hand, can be extended according to multiple standards and services [16].

Iamaceli et al. has figured out how 5G high-level characteristics reflect in terms of demands and expected performances of RF devices [16, 17]. In this review, we have summarized the design specifications of the RF-MEMS switch used for 5G scenario in part 2 and followed by the literature review on the state-of-the-art RF-MEMS switch designs within the last twenty years in part 3. Subsequently, the different technologies from these designs for the improvement of the RF-MEMS switch’s specific properties are investigated and summarized in order to suit better with the 5G scenario’s specifications, as illustrated in part 4. This is then followed by the conclusion on how from existing architectures and specifications of the RF-MEMS switch can be enhanced even more in terms of design and performance. Many review papers on RF-MEMS switches have been reported before; however, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to review RF-MEMS switches for 5G scenario in terms of improving their corresponding properties by different technologies which can be a main reference for new RF-MEMS switch’s development or improvement especially used for 5G infrastructures or higher-level applications.

II. SPECIFICATIONS OF RF-MEMS SWITCHES FOR 5G SCENARIO

It is envisaged that 5G will seamlessly integrate the existing Radio Access Technologies (e.g., GSM – global system for mobile communications, HSPA – high speed packet access, LTE – long term evolution and WiFi – wireless fidelity) with complementary new technologies invented for millimeter wave bands [2]. This envisagement shows that comparing to the existing technologies, 5G system demands for wider and higher operation frequency range, as well as larger reconfigurability to cover different services, and can meanwhile reduce hardware redundancy and power consumption [18]. Millimeter wave technology used for 5G systems not only can provide plenty of available spectrums at this band, but also can diminish antenna sizes, fulfill the fabrication of array antennas with hundreds or thousands of antenna elements at wireless nodes or equipment. Smart antennas with beam forming and phased array capabilities will be employed to point out the antenna beam to a desired location with high precision, and rotated electronically through phase shifting [2] – hence realized by employing high-quality RF-MEMS switches and transmission lines.

It is necessary to define how 5G systems’ characteristics will reflect in terms of demands and expected performances of RF-MEMS switches. According to the 5G system architecture [2], the characteristics and performances of its subsystems, the specification requirements of the RF-MEMS switches used for these 5G scenarios are as below [1, 12, 16, 17, 19].

Frequency range: low-frequency band which is below 6GHz (e.g., 3.3–4.2GHz, 4.4–5GHz); and high-frequency band which is in the range of 24.25–27.5GHz and 37–43.5GHz for China, 27.5–28.28GHz for Japan, 26.5–29.5GHz for Korea, 27.5–28.35GHz, 37~40GHz and 64~71GHz for US, and 24.25~27.5GHz for Europe;

Insertion: better than -30 / -40dB for frequencies as higher as possible;

Insertion loss: less than 1dB on the widest possible frequency range;

Switching time: lower than 1ms, with few fractions of µs (e.g., 200–300µs) as reasonable target;

Control voltage: within a few volts (e.g., 2 ~ 3V);

FIGURE 1. Typical structures of metal-contact RF-MEMS switch [22]
Lifetime (or reliability): more than 1 billion \( (10^9) \) switching cycles;

Packaging and integration: compatible with standard CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Transistor) technologies.

### III. LITERATURE REVIEW ON STATE-OF-THE-ART RF-MEMS SWITCHES

RF-MEMS switches, in general can be realized by two different contact mechanisms, either metal-contact type (namely metal-to-metal contact) or capacitive type (namely metal-insulator-metal contact). Metal-contact RF-MEMS switches present good performance in the frequency range of tens MHz to tens GHz [20]; their isolation is basically limited by the parasitic capacitance; and insertion loss is determined by the contact resistance. In contrast, capacitive RF-MEMS switches can operate in a wider frequency range, typically from few GHz to hundreds GHz and exhibit better performance at a higher frequency range [21]. By referring to the specification of the frequency range which is mentioned in the previous section, both metal-contact and capacitive RF-MEMS switches can be considered as good candidates to be implemented into the 5G scenario.

#### A. METAL-CONTACT RF-MEMS SWITCHES

Fig.1 [22] shows typical structures of metal-contact RF-MEMS switch which are actuated by electrostatic force. With applied voltage between the cantilever beam (or membrane) and the lower electrode, the switch can be actuated via the induced electrostatic force between two electrodes; and the suspended part will have direct contact to the signal line. For the series metal-contact RF-MEMS switch, as shown in Fig. 1 (a), the RF signal can be passed through the CPW (coplanar waveguide) transmission line, namely switch-on state, when the switch is actuated. As for the shunt-type switch, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the RF signal would be bypassed to the ground line, namely switch-off state, when the switch is actuated; and vice versa. These switches use metal-to-metal contact (or ohmic contact) between the signal line and suspended electrode.

There have been many metal-contact RF-MEMS switches developed and reported so far, with different design structures, fabrication methods and properties. For example, a single-crystalline silicon (SCS) metal-contact RF-MEMS switch was designed and fabricated using a silicon-on-glass (SiOG) substrate [23, 24], in order to lower the fabrication cost and obtain high productivity and uniformity, as well as good RF, mechanical and electrical properties; the lifetime of the switch can reach more than \( 10^8 \) switching cycles with power handling higher than 1W; the actuation voltage of 10.7V was obtained which exceeds the 5G specification. Chu et al., proposed an electrostatically RF-MEMS switch by means of exploiting buckling and bending effects with novel crisscross-shape suspended electrode [25], where the residual stress of the dielectric layer (namely aluminum nitride film) was controlled to obtained a desirable structure with center-buckled fixed-fixed beam and free-end bended cantilever beams. The switch shows good insertion loss (-0.21dB) and isolation (-44dB) at frequency of 5GHz, but at the expense of a bit high actuation voltage of 10.2V. A wide band compact RF-MEMS switch based on series-shunt topology with three identical metal-contact switch cells was fabricated and measured in [26]; it shows that the switch can be operated from DC to 12GHz, with isolation of higher than 40dB, insertion loss of less than 0.3dB, switching time of 47\( \mu \)s within the design area of \( 1mm \times 1.2mm \), however large actuation voltage of 20 to 40V. Patel et al., presented an electrostatic RF-MEMS switch with high reliability (\( >100 \) million cycles), high-power handling (\( >10W \)) and high-linearity (IIP3=69dBm) for DC to 40GHz applications by using a thick suspended plate (around 10\( \mu m \)) and four curved springs, which also exhibits less sensitivity to biaxial stress, temperature and stress gradients. However, the switch requires high actuation voltage (at least larger than 68V) [27, 28]. Wang et al., proposed a novel laterally-movement electrostatical RF-MEMS switch with three states, (namely switch-on, switch-off and deep-switch-off) by using a rhombic membrane and two groups of differential parallel plate actuators [29], which presents a low insertion loss (<0.5 dB) and a high isolation (>50dB) in the frequency range of DC to 10GHz, except quite high actuation voltage of 78V. A novel niobium-based superconducting series-type RF-MEMS switch was introduced and analyzed by Attar et al. [30] which was fabricated using a standard superconducting microelectronics (SME) technology followed by several post-processing steps, shows the possibility of RF-MEMS switch operating at cryogenic temperature (e.g., 4K) and exhibits with low insertion loss (<0.25dB) and high isolation (>30dB) up to 10GHz, but the actuation is around 46V. Sun et al. proposed a RF-MEMS switch based on thermal buckle-beam structure in [31] which can be operated in a wide temperature range of -20°C to 100°C and demonstrates reasonable properties of insertion loss (<0.45dB) and isolation (>20dB) from DC to 20GHz but also needs large actuation voltage of 90V. Wipf et al., fabricated a SPDT switch based on a tee junction connected with two RF-MEMS switches using IHP's 0.13\( \mu m \) BiCMOS technology [32]. It is the first metal-contact RF-MEMS switch working in D-band (110–170GHz) which enables the integration with other analog and digital electronics on a signal chip and exhibits with reasonable isolation of higher than 18.25dB and short switching time of less than 10\( \mu s \) however its insertion loss is higher than 1.23dB and actuation voltage is around 50V.

Table 1 summarizes the typical design and development of RF-MEMS metal-contact switches since 2003. From these switches, it can be seen that: i) in the aspect of the connection to the transmission line, there are the shunt-type switch [23, 24, 33], series-type switch [6, 25, 30], and hybrid-type (namely series-shunt-type) switch [26]; the series-type switch also can be classified into the in-line series-type switch [6] and out-line series-type switch [25, 30]; ii) in terms of mechanical structure, the suspended electrode of the switch can be designed with cantilever beams [6, 25, 30], clamped-clamped beam, diverse-shapes of membranes with different beams [23, 24, 33], or diaphragm [20]; iii) regarding to the movement direction, the moveable electrode can be operated in either vertical direction [6, 20, 23, 25, 26, 33-35] or horizontal direction [29, 36], of which the former being a more popular approach; iv) from the working...
frequency range aspect, most metal-contact RF-MEMS switches are operated within 15GHz [20, 24-26, 29, 30, 35, 36], several switches can reach up to 40GHz [28, 33, 37]; one particular design was developed to work within 110 to 170GHz [32]; for an effective monolithical integration, a large proportion of the RF-MEMS switches employs the electrostatic-actuated mechanism which is of high compatibility to standard IC processes, negligible power consumption, high switching speed and simple implementation [24, 25, 38].

B. CAPACITIVE RF-MEMS SWITCHES

Fig. 2 [22] illustrates the typical structures (shunt-type and series-type) of capacitive RF-MEMS switches which are actuated by electrostatic force. These structures are suitable for high-frequency (>10GHz) applications. The RF-MEMS capacitive switch is more likely to employ the shunt-type structure since it has less parasitic effect when the switch is actuated. In shunt capacitive RF-MEMS switch, the switch’s impedance is varied by the coupling capacitance’s changing. In switch-on state, the bridge is suspended in its original position and there is an air gap existing between the two electrode plates; thus the up-state capacitance is small which results in a high impedance between input and ground. In switch-off state, the membrane is pulled down to the signal line and there is only a thin dielectric layer between the two electrode plates; thus resulting in a large down-state capacitance which in turn leads to a small impedance between input and ground. The basic principle of a capacitive RF-MEMS switch is then a function of “state-off/state-on” capacitance ratio [39], which is considered to be a crucial figure-of-merit (FOM) and should be as high as possible [12, 40-42]. Various RF-MEMS capacitive switches with diverse structures and characteristics have been proposed and developed in the last two decades. For example, an electrostatical RF-MEMS switch with high power-holding capability of 0.8W was presented in [38], where the low actuation voltage of 6V and insertion loss of -0.17dB at 40GHz was achieved by using serpentine beams and push-pull configuration, but the isolation is not very large (-15.5dB@40GHz). Another type of push-pull RF-MEMS switch to realize low actuation voltage of 8 to 10V while maintaining high power capability by using symmetric toggle mechanism was developed by Rangra et al. [43]. The push-pull mechanism is self-biasing and external vibrations makes it more robust, compared to the conventional RF-MEMS switch design; RF performance, however, has to be compromised. Another high power-handling (namely up to 12W under how switching condition) RF-MEMS capacitive switch was proposed in [44] which showed low sensitivity to both in-plane stress, stress gradients, and temperature changes in the range of 25°C–125°C. However, it presented a low isolation of less than 12dB due to the relatively large actuation area and small capacitance ratio of 5. Dai et al., had fabricated several capacitive RF-MEMS switches with low-actuation voltage using the commercial 0.35µm DPFM (double polysilicon four metal) CMOS process and maskless wet-etching post process [45-47], where serpentine beams were used to reduce the actuation voltage to 7V [46]; series inductors were added to improve the RF performance, namely insertion loss of -1.7dB and isolation of -19dB at 21GHz [47]. However, due to the low resistivity of silicon substrate used in the standard CMOS process, the RF performance is not satisfactory. An under trench in the silicon substrate was thence suggested. A unique design for RF-MEMS capacitive switch with actuation voltage as low as 4.5V, lifetime of 200 billion cycle actuation under cold-switching condition and short switching time (namely <1µs) was fabricated in 2006 [48]. As compared to the conventional design, the moveable electrode of the switch is totally free from any anchor, pulled up by electrostatic force to turn on the switch and released back by the gravitational force to turn off the switch without any elastic deformation. The only limitation of the switch is that it must be operated at predefined angle range (<28°) to maintain its good performance. Park et al., fabricated a unique non-contact capacitive shunt RF-MEMS switch by using comb-based variable capacitors between the ground line and the signal line in [49]. A RF-MEMS shunt capacitive switch operated in V-band, namely 40–75GHz, was fabricated with satisfactory RF performance (isolation >40dB and insertion loss <0.65dB@61GHz) for 5G scenario; however, the fabrication process, materials, and pull-in voltage is not compatible with standard CMOS processes [50]. Demir et al. [51] developed a RF-MEMS capacitive switch which was fabricated on quartz wafer by using surface micromachining process with a new amorphous silicon (a-Si) sacrificial layer; its insertion loss and isolation is -0.2dB and -35dB respectively, at frequency of 35GHz; actuation voltage was 28 to 29V. Muhua et al. [52] developed an electrostatic-actuated RF-MEMS capacitive switch by using actuation electrodes separated from the signal line to decouple the DC voltage and RF signals and also to reduce the up-state capacitance effect to the insertion loss. The insertion loss and isolation of the developed switch is -0.29dB and -20.5dB at 35GHz, respectively; but its actuation voltage is also a bit high (18.3V). Kumar et al. had fabricated a RF-MEMS shunt capacitive switch with relatively high reliability (~10⁶ cycles of operations) and low actuation voltage (10V) by using novel concept of tri-layer membrane; however its insertion loss and isolation is only 1.94dB and 18dB at the frequency range of 100MHz to 40GHz [53]. Shekhar et al. presented an RF-MEMS switch with low-control voltage (4.8V) for millimeter-wave 5G applications in [12]. The switch can be operated in a wide frequency range of 10MHz to 60GHz, with low insertion loss (<0.6dB) and high isolation (>20dB). However, the reliability of the switch is only 10 million switching cycles.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RF-MEMS switch</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
<th>Insertion loss</th>
<th>Switching time</th>
<th>Control voltage</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Monolithic integrated compatible</th>
<th>Fabrication technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al., 2003 [33]</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.25–40GHz</td>
<td>&gt;20dB</td>
<td>&lt;0.1dB</td>
<td>&lt;22µs</td>
<td>14.4V</td>
<td>7×10⁶ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compatible with GaAs MMIC process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al., 2004 [23]</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–30GHz</td>
<td>-38.8dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.18dB@2GHz</td>
<td>25µs</td>
<td>26V</td>
<td>10⁶ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al., 2005 [34]</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.5–20GHz</td>
<td>-30.6dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.19dB@2GHz</td>
<td>8µs</td>
<td>27.5V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface micromachining process on GaAs substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seki et al., 2006 [35]</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>2–4GHz</td>
<td>-48dB@4GHz</td>
<td>-0.94dB@4GHz</td>
<td>300µs</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>&lt;22dB cycles</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Glass process and SOI process with anodic bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu et al., 2007 [25]</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–10GHz</td>
<td>-44dB@5GHz</td>
<td>-0.21dB@5GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.2V</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷ cycles</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Surface micromachining on glass substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke et al., 2008 [20]</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–15GHz</td>
<td>-30dB@4GHz</td>
<td>-0.7dB@4GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>36V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface and bulk micromachining processes with full-wafer bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al., 2009 [26]</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–12GHz</td>
<td>-56.2dB@6GHz</td>
<td>-0.18dB@6GHz</td>
<td>176µs</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al., 2010 [24]</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–15GHz</td>
<td>-41.25dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.13dB@2GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.7V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RF-MEMS switch</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
<th>Insertion loss</th>
<th>Switching time</th>
<th>Control voltage</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Monolithic integrated compatible</th>
<th>Fabrication technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yamane et al., 2011 [36]</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>12GHz</td>
<td>51.4dB</td>
<td>0.56dB</td>
<td>30–40µs</td>
<td>85V</td>
<td>3×10⁶ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>DRIE for SOI wafer both sides &amp; Au electroplating for waveguide with four photo masks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel et al., 2012 [28]</td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.1–40GHz</td>
<td>-53dB@6GHz</td>
<td>-0.38dB@6GHz</td>
<td>&lt;10µs</td>
<td>68V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All-metal surface micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al., 2013 [29]</td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.1–10GHz</td>
<td>&lt;20dB</td>
<td>&lt;0.2dB</td>
<td>72µs</td>
<td>78V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SOG process by using an anodic bonding between silicon &amp; glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attar et al., 2014 [30]</td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>10MHz–10GHz</td>
<td>-105dB@140GHz</td>
<td>-0.46dB@140GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>46V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Standard superconducting microelectronics technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al., 2015 [31]</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0–20GHz</td>
<td>-36dB@140GHz</td>
<td>-0.46dB@140GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>90V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wipf et al., 2016 [32]</td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>110–170GHz</td>
<td>36dB</td>
<td>56dB</td>
<td>&lt;10µs</td>
<td>50V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>IHPs 0.13µm BiCMOS technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al., 2017 [37]</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Up to 40GHz</td>
<td>Up to 110GHz</td>
<td>Up to 15dB</td>
<td>30–40µs</td>
<td>60V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All-metal process with gold, platinum, titanium &amp; chromium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iannacci, 2018 [6]</td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Up to 110GHz</td>
<td>Up to 110GHz</td>
<td>&lt;1dB</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>50V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface micromachining process with electroplated Au for membrane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE I: State-of-the-art metal-contact RF-MEMS switch designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RF-MEMS switch</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Isolation</th>
<th>Insertion loss</th>
<th>Switching time</th>
<th>Control voltage</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Monolithic integrated compatible</th>
<th>Fabrication technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chan et al., 2003 [33]</td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.25–40GHz</td>
<td>&gt;20dB</td>
<td>&lt;0.1dB</td>
<td>&lt;22µs</td>
<td>14.4V</td>
<td>7×10⁶ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Compatible with GaAs MMIC process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al., 2004 [23]</td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–30GHz</td>
<td>-38.8dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.18dB@2GHz</td>
<td>25µs</td>
<td>26V</td>
<td>10⁶ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al., 2005 [34]</td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>0.5–20GHz</td>
<td>-30.6dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.19dB@2GHz</td>
<td>8µs</td>
<td>27.5V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface micromachining process on GaAs substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seki et al., 2006 [35]</td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>2–4GHz</td>
<td>-48dB@4GHz</td>
<td>-0.94dB@4GHz</td>
<td>300µs</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>&lt;22dB cycles</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Glass process and SOI process with anodic bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu et al., 2007 [25]</td>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–10GHz</td>
<td>-44dB@5GHz</td>
<td>-0.21dB@5GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.2V</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷ cycles</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Surface micromachining on glass substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke et al., 2008 [20]</td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–15GHz</td>
<td>-30dB@4GHz</td>
<td>-0.7dB@4GHz</td>
<td>176µs</td>
<td>36V</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷ cycles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surface and bulk micromachining processes with full-wafer bonding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al., 2009 [26]</td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–12GHz</td>
<td>-56.2dB@6GHz</td>
<td>-0.18dB@6GHz</td>
<td>47µs</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al., 2010 [24]</td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DC–15GHz</td>
<td>-41.25dB@2GHz</td>
<td>-0.13dB@2GHz</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10.7V</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Single-crystalline silicon (SCS) micromachining process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes:
- **A**: cold-switching condition
- **B**: hot-switching condition
### TABLE II STATE-OF-THE-ART CAPACITIVE RF-MEMS SWITCH DESIGNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency range</strong></td>
<td>12~30GHz</td>
<td>20~40GHz</td>
<td>8~14GHz</td>
<td>dc~40GHz</td>
<td>0~30GHz</td>
<td>20GHz</td>
<td>23.5~29GHz</td>
<td>20GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isolation</strong></td>
<td>-36dB@30GHz</td>
<td>-15.5dB@40GHz</td>
<td>-35dB@10GHz</td>
<td>-15dB@40GHz</td>
<td>-19dB@21GHz</td>
<td>&gt;20dB</td>
<td>-30.1dB@24GHz</td>
<td>-17.9dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertion loss</strong></td>
<td>-0.3~0.4dB</td>
<td>-0.17dB@40GHz</td>
<td>-0.25dB@10GHz</td>
<td>-0.1dB@40GHz</td>
<td>-1.7dB@21GHz</td>
<td>&lt;-0.5dB</td>
<td>-0.29dB@24GHz</td>
<td>-0.98dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switching time</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>8.2μs</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>8ms</td>
<td>96μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control voltage</strong></td>
<td>90~100V</td>
<td>6V</td>
<td>8~10V</td>
<td>7V</td>
<td>13V</td>
<td>8V</td>
<td>25V</td>
<td>82V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifetime</strong></td>
<td>75×10^6 cycles</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monolithic integrated compatible</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fabrication technology</strong></td>
<td>Flexible printed circuit processing techniques</td>
<td>Surface micromachining process</td>
<td>7-mask process</td>
<td>0.35µCMOS+Maskless post-process</td>
<td>0.35µCMOS+Maskless post-process</td>
<td>Six-mask process</td>
<td>Silicon-on-insulator &amp; sacrificial bulk micromachining process</td>
<td>TSMC 0.35µM-Maskless post-process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency range</strong></td>
<td>1~40GHz</td>
<td>40GHz</td>
<td>16GHz</td>
<td>1~60GHz</td>
<td>0~20GHz</td>
<td>35GHz</td>
<td>35GHz</td>
<td>10MHz~60GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isolation</strong></td>
<td>-38dB@23GHz</td>
<td>-35.8dB</td>
<td>-5.2dB</td>
<td>&lt;-20dB</td>
<td>-6dB@10GHz</td>
<td>-35dB</td>
<td>-20.5dB</td>
<td>&gt;20dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insertion loss</strong></td>
<td>-0.2dB@20GHz</td>
<td>-0.68dB</td>
<td>-0.2dB</td>
<td>-0.01~0.02dB</td>
<td>-0.2dB@10GHz</td>
<td>-0.2dB</td>
<td>-0.29dB</td>
<td>&lt;0.6dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switching time</strong></td>
<td>---</td>
<td>10μs</td>
<td>20μs</td>
<td>0.24~0.43μs</td>
<td>55μs</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>15μs</td>
<td>33μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control voltage</strong></td>
<td>15~20V</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>50~55V</td>
<td>&lt;2V</td>
<td>5255V</td>
<td>28~29V</td>
<td>18.3V</td>
<td>4.8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifetime</strong></td>
<td>&gt;10^6 cycles</td>
<td>2×10^6 cycles</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>&gt;10^6 cycles</td>
<td>&gt;10^6 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monolithic integrated compatible</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fabrication technology</strong></td>
<td>Surface micromachining on III-V technology</td>
<td>7-mask microsystem technology</td>
<td>UCSD fabrication process</td>
<td>surface micromachining process</td>
<td>Quartz substrate with UCSD fabrication process</td>
<td>Surface-machined process</td>
<td>Surface-machined process with five masks</td>
<td>4-mask surface micromachining process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: cold-switching condition
**: hot-switching condition
Table 2 lists the state-of-the-art RF-MEMS capacitive switch designs within the last twenty years. From this table, it can be seen that: i) most capacitive RF-MEMS switches are operated in a wider and higher frequency range, compared to metal-contact RF-MEMS switches; ii) electrostatic actuation is still the most popular mechanism employed by the capacitive RF-MEMS switches; iii) a large amount of capacitive actuation is proposed with large actuation membranes and different anchors; and iv) the moveable electrode of RF-MEMS capacitive switch also can be designed into vertical or horizontal movement.

IV. DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES FOR RF-MEMS SWITCH PERFORMANCE’S IMPROVEMENT

The previous section has listed many typical RF-MEMS switches developed in the last twenty years. Comparing their electrical and mechanical properties, reliability as well as the fabrication and packaging methods with design specifications of the RF-MEMS switches required for 5G scenarios, as mentioned in Section 2, it can be seen that there is still a big space or gap for existing RF-MEMS switches to improve. In this section, different techniques for the improvement of the RF-MEMS switch have been investigated, classified and summarized.

A. GOOD RF PERFORMANCE

Scattering parameters (or S-parameters) of the RF-MEMS switches generally can be used to estimate their RF performance. The most important parameters include insertion loss and isolation; and these can be theoretically calculated by (1) [54]. When the RF-MEMS switch is turned on, \( S_{21} \) indicates the insertion loss; and when the RF-MEMS switch is turned off, \( S_{22} \) represents the isolation. From (1), it can be seen that the critical factor to determine the RF-MEMS switch’s insertion loss and isolation is the up-state (switch-on state) or down-state (switch-off state) capacitance values. Diverse methods have been explored to improve the insertion loss and isolation of the RF-MEMS switch, such as using series-shunt configuration [26, 29, 55-57], compensating the switches with extra inductor [47, 57], increasing the capacitance ratio [58], and so on. Followings are the summary of almost all the reported methods so far to enhance the switch’s RF performance.

\[
S_{21} = \frac{2}{2 + \omega CZ_0}
\]  

(1)

Where, \( \omega = (k/m)^{1/2} \) is the resonant frequency; \( C = C_u \) or \( C_d \) is the up-state or down-state capacitance; and \( Z_0 \) is the switch’s characteristic impedance.

1) SERIES-SHUNT CONFIGURATION

Series-shunt configuration is a common way [26, 29, 55, 56] for RF switches (e.g., p-i-n diodes or FET) to obtain the high-isolation property which and also can be employed by MEMS technology, for both RF-MEMS capacitive and metal-contact switches. For example, two shunt protection contacts connected in front of a series RF-MEMS metal-contact switch, as shown in Fig. 3(a), can increase isolation to around 22dB at frequency of 40GHz although it has a slightly higher insertion loss compared to the unprotected switch due to the additional parasitic capacitance in shunt [37]. Similar approach was also used in [26, 29, 55, 56]; where two shunt mental-contact cantilevers were added on the both sides of the signal line for a series RF-MEMS metal-contact switch, as shown in Fig. 3(b-c). Both cantilevers are pulled down when the switch is open, to short the signal line to the ground line and reduce the parasitic series capacitance of the metal-contact switch, further to improve its isolation which can be enhanced by at least 10dB in frequency range of DC to 20GHz. A laterally-actuated RF-MEMS metal-contact switch was proposed to use the deformation of a rhombic beam to control the switch which operates in three distinct states (namely on, off and deep-off state), as displayed in Fig. 3(d). The switch’s isolation mechanism of the deep-off state was the series-shunt method and it can reach -53dB at 6GHz [29]. Another series-shunt configuration was constructed by a series RF-MEMS metal-contact switch and a shunt RF-MEMS capacitive switch (Fig. 3(e)), each with opposite mechanisms. Simulated results show an excellent isolation of -75dB and low insertion loss of -0.13dB at 28GHz [59].

2) INDUCTIVE COMPENSATION

For the capacitive RF-MEMS switch, the inductance of the supporting beams and movable membrane play a crucial role in the isolation of the switch since they form inductors connected in series with the RF capacitance [47, 57, 60]. In [60], six single switches each with a different connecting beam but with same area of membrane have been fabricated and measured. The work claimed that the switch’s high isolation can be obtained with a proper series inductance value of the beam, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Similarly in [47], two inductors were integrated between the movable electrode and ground plane (Fig. 4(b)) to increase its isolation. The most popular inductive compensation methods were reported to be the T-match and Pi-match techniques. The T-match technique is realized by adding two short high-impedance transmission-line sections on either side of the RF-MEMS capacitive switch to improve its isolation. For instance, a T-match RF-MEMS capacitive switch was proposed in [14] (Fig. 4(c)) which can improve the insertion loss and isolation by 55.35% and 24.05%, respectively, compared to the normal switch which does not include the high-impedance transmission-line sections. The Pi-match technique normally consists of two shunt capacitive...
switches with a high-impedance transmission line section between them, as shown in Fig. 4(d) [61] where the isolation was improved by 53% but the insertion loss was reduced by 30%.

3) LARGE CAPACITANCE RATIO

Equation (1) has clearly shown that the insertion loss and isolation of the RF-MEMS switch are directly proportional with its up-state and down-state capacitance. More precisely, a small up-state capacitance contributes to a little insertion loss; and a large down-state capacitance leads to a high isolation. Therefore, it can be concluded that a large capacitance ratio presents favorable RF performance for RF-MEMS capacitive switch [58].

The capacitance ratio can be theoretically estimated by (2) [14], which indicates the few ways that can be chosen to increase capacitance ratio of the RF-MEMS switch, such as using insulator with high dielectric constant, enlarging air gap, and reducing thickness of the dielectric layer.

\[
C_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{C_d}{C_u} \approx \frac{g_0 \varepsilon_r + t_d}{(1 + x) t_d} \tag{2}
\]

Where, \(g_0\) is the air gap between two electrodes; \(\varepsilon_r\) and \(t_d\) is the permittivity and thickness of the dielectric layer, respectively; \(C_d\) and \(C_u\) is down-state and up-state capacitance, respectively; and \(x\) is a coefficient of fringing field capacitance (=0.3–0.4).

Use of the insulator materials with high dielectric constant can easily lead to large capacitance ratio design [57, 62, 63]. For example, aluminum nitride (AlN, \(\varepsilon_r=9.8\)) [57], hafnium dioxide (HfO\(_2\), \(\varepsilon_r=20–25\)) [59, 64], tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5, \(\varepsilon_r=32\)) [65], strontium titanate oxide (STO, \(\varepsilon_r=30–120\)) [66], piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT, \(\varepsilon_r=190\)) [57] have been used in RF-MEMS capacitive switches before; however, some of them are not easily fabricated and costly. The dielectric thickness should be as small as possible to get a high capacitance ratio. However it could not be less than 1000Å due to the pinhole problem and must be able to withstand the pull-in voltage without dielectric breakdown [15]; the typical value is around 1000–2000Å. A large air gap also can contribute to a high capacitance ratio; however, big air gap directly leads to a high actuation voltage. Therefore, a tradeoff between the capacitance ratio and actuation voltage needs to be considered in an RF-MEMS switch design. In most designs, the air gap is set around 3µm [67].

In addition to the above methods, there are some other ways to increase the RF-MEMS capacitance ratio by modifying its structure. For instance, i) using mechanical stress property of the suspended structure, like beam or membrane with large bending, can increase the capacitance ratio; however, it will lead to a large actuation voltage. In [61], a warped-plate structure (Fig. 5 (a)) is used to increase the switch’s capacitance ratio \((C_d/C_u=91:1)\) and further to reduce the insertion loss to 0.98dB and increase the isolation to 17.9dB at frequency of 10 to 20GHz. ii) Adding a float metal layer (Fig. 5 (b)) onto the thin dielectric layer underlying the movable electrode is an approach to increase the capacitance ratio by minimizing the effect of surface roughness and curling of movable electrode [68]; Such a metal layer is floating when the switch is not actuated and having no influence on the off-state capacitance value; differently, it serves as capacitor electrode, realizing an ohmic contact with the movable metal when the switch is actuated [56]. iii) Connecting a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor to the shunt metal-contact switch, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) [58]. When the switch is in the up-state, it consists of two separated capacitors, namely MIM capacitor and metal-air-metal (MAM) capacitor, which are connected in series to realize small insertion loss; when the switch is in the down-state, the MAM capacitor works as a resistor to increase the capacitance and further to increase the capacitance ratio.

4) HIGH RESISTIVITY SUBSTRATE

High resistivity substrate is a necessary requirement for the RF-MEMS switch to obtain good RF performance. For example, high-resistivity silicon [69-71], silicon-on-glass (SiOG) [23], gallium arsenide (GaAs) [72], quartz [51, 73], and glass [50] are the common materials used in the RF-MEMS switch’s design to reduce the RF loss from the substrate. In order to fabricate the RF-MEMS switches directly on the normal low resistivity silicon substrates which are usually used in the standard CMOS process, a trench under the transmission line and switch design part, as displayed in Fig. 5 (a) is necessary.

5) OTHER APPROACHES

There are also some other design considerations which can be used to improve the RF performance of the RF-MEMS switches. For example, in [70], a suspended triangular gold beam (Fig. 6 (a)) was proposed initially for a series metal-contact RF-MEMS switch with low-actuation voltage. Meanwhile the triangularly shaped beam acts as a tapered transmission line between input and output, which in turn improves the smooth current flow and
possibly enhances the return loss and insertion loss characteristics of the switch. In [73], six series RF-MEMS metal-contact switches (Fig. 6 (b)) are designed to get high isolation (>45dB) and low insertion loss (-0.01dB) in frequency of DC to 6GHz, where the membrane and serpentine beams are based on titanium with air gap of only 1.8μm.

**B. SMALL ACTUATION VOLTAGE**

In regards to the driving voltage specification of RF-MEMS switch that can be employed in the upcoming 5G scenario, the RF-MEMS switch’s actuation voltage should be controlled within a few volts. These small actuation voltages can also benefit to other properties of the RF-MEMS switch such as reduced interface circuit’s complexity and improved switch’s reliability [74]. With small actuation voltage, the RF-MEMS switch can be easily and directly implemented into handheld mobile phones, automotive vehicles, and similar wireless devices [75] without external voltage up converter, and further able to decrease the chip size and cost. Moreover, the lifetime of RF-MEMS switch can be improved with low actuation voltage [12, 75] by avoiding the stiction phenomenon and mechanical shock which is caused by high actuation voltage [12, 74]. Although RF-MEMS switch with low actuation voltage has also less mechanical restoring force, the device will tend to be more exposed to stiction and further affecting its reliability; this however can be overcome by proper beam design.

There have been many single work or review papers discussing about how to reduce the RF-MEMS switch’s actuation voltage, which is one of the most important consideration for RF-MEMS switch’s design. In this section, several techniques which are summarized from lots of previous related work have been classified and presented in detail.

Electrostatically-actuated RF-MEMS switch as one of the most popular and essential mechanisms were reported with the largest number of literatures; its actuation (or pull-in) voltage can be theoretically obtained by (3) [33, 38, 75]. This equation straightforwardly implies the methods of reducing the actuation voltage, which are lowering the spring constant and air gap or increasing the overlapping area of the actuation electrodes.

$$V_{\text{pull-in}} = \sqrt{\frac{8k\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_0}{27\varepsilon_0A}}$$  

(3)

Where, $k$ is the total spring constant of the membrane and beams; $g_0$ is the initial air gap between the membrane and the signal line; $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of air, $8.85\times10^{-12} \text{F/m}$; and $A$ is the overlapping area of the actuation electrodes.

1) LOW SPRING CONSTANT

Design of a RF-MEMS switch with small spring constant is the most popular method to realize the objective of the low actuation voltage. From a mechanical point of view, the low spring constant of a movable structure can be easily obtained by using folded beams (Fig. 7 (a)) [14, 46, 76], serpentine beams (Fig. 7 (b)) [24, 33, 36, 38, 45, 57, 75, 77-79] and hollow triangular beam (Fig. 6 (a)) [70], or reducing the beam thickness fully or selectively (Fig. 7 (c)) [12, 23, 24, 76]. However, the beam with very small spring constant will provide weak restoring force to release the membrane up which results to down-state stiction. This problem can be overcome with a push-pull mechanism which can help the switch to avoid the self-biasing, external shocks and vibrations at the same time. Two kinds of push-pull structures can be considered for a very low spring constant design. One is adding a fixed electrode above the membrane (Fig. 8 (a)) to pull the membrane up from the down state even if the restoring force is not sufficiently high [38, 75]. The other is using a toggle structure (Fig. 8 (b)) to add an extra fixed electrode next to the original structure, such as a symmetric toggle switch using torsion springs in [43]. Similar idea was displayed in [74] where an RF-MEMS metal-contact switch with a pull-in voltage of 4.9V was proposed by using an aluminum beam suspended by the torsion springs over the driving and signal electrodes. Another solution to attain low-spring-constant design is to release the bottom electrode, namely two movable clamped-clamped beams, as presented in Fig. 8 (c) [62], where the signal line was released by under etching the substrate. Comparing to the conventional design where only the top electrode is movable, the actuation voltage of the RF-MEMS switch with double flexible electrode can be reduced at least by 30%.

2) LARGE ACTUATION AREA

Increasing the effective area of the electrostatic actuator can generally reduce the RF-MEMS switch’s actuation voltage [36, 62]. However, this area has to stay within reasonable limits, primarily imposed by the desire for miniaturized circuit [75] and to avoid the stiction problem. The most common method to
increase the effective area is to extend the actuation area in both sides of the switch pad with two larger effective areas, as shown in Fig. 9 [38], as compared to the switching area which is over the signal line. However, the top electrode to pull the large movable membrane up should be added to avoid stiction problems. For example the actuation areas in [38, 75] both are larger than 200µm×200µm with a top electrode included.

3) SMALL AIR GAP
Small air gap can contribute to low actuation voltage; for instance, 2.5-µm height was used in [70] with low-spring-constant beam resulted in the actuation voltage of the RF-MEMS switch of only 5.6V; a thin AlSi alloy membrane (0.8µm) with a small air gap of 1.5µm was proposed in [80] where the actuation voltage of the RF-MEMS switch is around 5V. However, the small air gap affects negatively on the insertion loss [77], due to the non-negligible up-state capacitance [75], especially for the capacitive-type RF-MEMS switch, which can be seen from following design. In [76], the air gap was designed with small value in order to get a low-voltage RF-MEMS switch, but its insertion loss is about -2dB from DC to 10GHz. Two methods can be used to overcome this limitation. One approach is to add matching circuits, such as T-match or Pi-match circuits, to compensate the parasitic capacitance, and further to reduce the actuation voltage [62, 77]. The other approach is to design the switch with comb structure and actuated laterally [77].

4) DIFFERENT ACTUATION MECHANISMS
Other than electrostatically-actuated RF-MEMS switches, there are still other actuation mechanisms that can be employed to reduce the actuation voltage. For example, piezoelectric materials can be used to actuate RF-MEMS switch with low pull-in voltage; moreover, the higher piezoelectric coefficient, the lower actuation voltage is desirable [77]. Aluminum nitride (AlN) thin film was used in a metal-contact single-beam RF-MEMS switch with simulated actuation voltage of less than 2V [81]. Lead zirconated titanate (PZT) used for a piezoelectric-actuated RF-MEMS metal-contact switch was presented in [69], where the cantilever actuator was comprised of bottom electrode, PZT layer, and top electrode on silicon nitride cantilever beam (Fig. 10 (a)); and the fabricated switch was successfully operated at 2.5V. Electro-thermal actuation mechanism also can be used to lower the RF-MEMS switch’s pull-in voltage. A metal-contact RF-MEMS switch was thermally actuated (Fig. 10 (b)) by pull-in voltage of 11V with big air gap of 11µm [82]. In [83], a lateral RF-MEMS metal-contact latching switch was presented with electrothermally actuated mechanism which showed the required actuation voltage is only 6V. Electromagnetic RF-MEMS switch generally uses coil on top of the membrane (Fig. 10 (c)) to generate bend-down force by applying a DC current to the coil. So by modifying the specifications of the coil and membrane, the design with low actuation voltage can be easily achieved, such as actuation voltage of less than 3V in [84], below 5V in [85], and less than 4.3V in [86]. However, this method will increase the switch’s power consumption [69].

From these examples, it can be seen that piezoelectric, electrothermal, and electromagnetic actuated mechanisms for RF-MEMS switches all are possible to present good performance with low-actuation voltages [21]. However, for the piezoelectric RF-MEMS switches, parasitic actuation occurs frequently due to the mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion; for the electro-thermal and electromagnetic RF-MEMS switches, their switching time is a bit longer and need more power consumption; moreover, most of them are not compatible with CMOS process.

5) OTHER APPROACHES
Except the aforementioned techniques which can be used for lowering the actuation voltages of the RF-MEMS switches, some other novel methods also have been tried in the reports. In [25], the residual stress was used to intrinsically buckled down the central part of fixed-fixed beam and bending up the free end of the cantilever beam for a suspended crisscross-shape electrode (Fig. 11 (a)) to achieve a low-voltage design meanwhile
maintaining a high isolation; compared to the traditional design, its pull-in voltage can be reduced by around 65%. A suspended diaphragm with corrugated feature (Fig. 11 (b)) was used to reduce the pull-in voltage in [20]; comparing with the conventional flat diaphragm design, the pull-in voltage was trimmed down by at least 50%. Graphene-based R-NEMS (radio frequency – nano electro mechanical system) switch is a new direction to obtain the low actuation voltage which can be as low as less than 2V[87]. From the fabrication of point, since the actuation voltage of clamp-clamp beam generally is increased with high residual stress induced during fabrication process especially, lowering the temperature of the sacrificial layer removal step can significantly reduce the beam’s residual stress, at the cost of more time consuming etching step [6]. From the optimization of point, the low-actuation voltage for the RF-MEMS switch can be obtained by optimizing its geometric parameters, such as air gap, beam dimensions, and actuation areas [24, 67].

Many RF-MEMS switches with low-actuation voltage were achieved by combining two or three above mentioned techniques together, for example, i) designs with low spring constant and large actuation area [67, 75]; ii) designs with low spring constant, large actuation area and small air gap [80, 88]; iii) designs with other actuation mechanisms with low spring constant [84]; and so on. All of these methods can come out with a low-voltage RF-MEMS switch’s design.

C. HIGH RELIABILITY

Reliability issue, as one of the major concerns, has prevented many RF-MEMS switches to be commercialized widely and successfully. For metal-contact type, the RF-MEMS switches’ reliability is basically limited by micro welding and stiction problem [49, 89]. The switches’ typical failure mechanisms include fusing of contacts, metal transfer between contacting surface, increased contact resistance between the moveable contacts and the transmission line, as well as a micro welding problem after repeated actuations [49, 90]. For capacitive type, the RF-MEMS switches’ reliability is generally restricted by the stiction between the dielectric layer and the metal, dielectric layer breakdown or mechanical shock due to high actuation voltage, as well as charge injection and charge trapping in the dielectric layers which cause the switch to either stick in the down-state position or increase the actuation voltage [12, 49]. Many different techniques have been adopted to enhance the RF-MEMS metal-contact and capacitive switches, such as employing push-pull mechanics, reducing the pull-in voltage, modifying driving voltage, using hard metal contact, adding shunt protection, proposing non-contact design, minimizing temperature effect, and so on, which have been summarized in detail as follows.

1) EMPLOY PUSH-PULL MECHANISM

The push-pull mechanisms not only can be used together with a small-spring-constant structure for lowering the actuation voltage as mentioned before, but can also be beneficial for improving the switch’s reliability through minimizing the stiction phenomenon [53]. Basically, there are four different kinds of push-pull topologies reported so far to avoid electrodes’ stiction. One is a large membrane moving in vertical direction and sandwiched by two fixed electrodes (Fig. 8 (a)), namely bottom electrode and top electrode, such as the work displayed in [38, 75]. The second way is placing two electrodes on either side of the switch together with a beam suspended by a torsion spring in the middle (Fig. 12); by supplying the voltage to one of them, the switch can be operated like a teeterboard to turn it on or off, as shown the design in [74]. The third topology is designed with two pillars supporting a large membrane on it, two electrodes placing inside the pillars and separated by the signal line, and another two electrodes placing outside the pillars, as presented in Fig. 8 (b) [71]. The fourth method is implemented by comb-electrodes moving in lateral direction, as descript in Fig. 3 (d) [29].

2) REDUCE PULL-IN VOLTAGE

For capacitive RF-MEMS switch, high operation voltages can cause the charging of the constituent dielectric, which degrades the reliability of the switches [8, 69, 91]. Goldsmith et al. reported the lifetime characterization of RF-MEMS capacitive switch in [92], where an exponential relationship between lifetime and actuation voltage exists, namely lifetime between $10^4$ ($63V$) and $10^6$ ($30V$) switching cycles. According to the results, reducing the pull-in voltage is an effective way to enhance the switch’s reliability. For RF-MEMS capacitive switch, lifetime can improve on the order of a decade for every 5 to 7V decrease in applied voltage [33].
3) MODIFY DRIVING VOLTAGE

Developing an actuation strategy for the RF-MEMS switch’s operation can lead to enhanced performance with long-term reliability [89]. Bipolar driving voltage is a common way to operate the switch since it can reduce the dielectric charging of the thin insulator layer and further increase the switch’s reliability. In terms of waveforms, the dual-pulse voltage waveform, as compared to sine wave, square wave or triangular wave, is the most effective and popular waveform to actuate the RF-MEMS switches [33, 92, 93], as shown in Fig. 13 (a). The initial pulse, which must be higher than the actuation voltage, provides enough electromotive force to pull the switch membrane down into the on-state. A much lower holding voltage maintains the switch in the down-state to minimize the time of when high voltage is applied across the switch dielectric and further reduce the dielectric charging.

Other than the bipolar dual-pulse driving voltage, another open-loop “soft-landing” waveform (Fig. 13 (b)) can also be used to actuate the RF-MEMS switch with longer lifetime. The “soft-landing” waveform consists of an actuation voltage pulse, a coast time, and a hold voltage to achieve nearly zero velocity to close the membrane, avoid the membrane’s rebound effect, reduce the impact force imparted on the contacting surfaces upon closure and further to enhance the switch’s reliability [90].

4) USE HARD METAL CONTACT

For RF-MEMS metal-contact switch, the reliability can be improved by employing the harder metal contact, such as copper/tungsten/gold stack (Cu/W/Au), rhodium (Re), tungsten (W), molybdenum (Mo), palladium (Pd), silver/tungsten/rhodium (Ag/W/Re), palladium multilayer structures (Ag/Pd, Au/Ag/Pd, Au/Pd), and Ag/W/CdO [20, 94]. Ruthenium/gold (Ru/Au) multilayer has been used for RF-MEMS metal-contact switch, in order to maintain a low contact resistance and enhance its reliability by at least 100 times, compared to the same design using pure-gold contact [20, 28].

5) ADD SHUNT PROTECTION

For a series RF-MEMS metal-contact switch, its reliability can be enhanced by using shunt protection technique, namely using two shunt protection contacts in front of its main contact (Fig. 3 (a)) to block the RF signal and create a local cold-switching condition for the main contact, and then to increase the switch’s lifetime under hot-switching condition as presented in [37]. Comparing with the design without shunt protection technique, the enhanced model can improve the lifetime by at least 10 times.

6) PROPOSE NON-CONTACT DESIGN

A novel non-contact RF-MEMS switch based on variable shunt-comb capacitance between the single line and ground line was presented in Fig. 14 (a) [49] which significantly improves the RF-MEMS switch’s reliability by avoiding the charge injection, micro-welding and stiction issues occurring inherently in contact-type RF-MEMS switches. The lifetime can reach 10⁷ cycles with 18mW RF power input. Similar work has been reported in [95], where the switch is based on variable capacitance between signal lines and movable grounded electrodes controlled by electrostatic actuator, as shown in Fig. 14 (b).

7) MINIMIZE TEMPERATURE EFFECT

The last decade has seen an increase in the development of reliable RF-MEMS switch in terms of reducing their sensitivity to thermal and residual stress [96]. The temperature effect is more sensitive to the clamped-clamped thin film and multilayer structures due to the reaction force. Therefore, several different methods have been used to minimize temperature effect. One way is using thermal compensation structure [28, 96] where a narrow rectangular hole next to each anchor was defined for a thin movable square film to reduce the switch’s temperature sensitivity (<50mV/°C) and ensure it can be operated in a wide temperature range (25°C to 125°C). The second way is to propose a non-sensitive structure for thermal effect, such as cantilever-based structure [97], thick movable layer and buckle-beam design [28, 97, 98], curved multilayer structures [99]. The third way is employing special materials for the membrane, such as molybdenum [100].

8) OTHER APPROACHES

Apart from the above mentioned techniques which can be used to prolong the lifetime of the RF-MEMS switches, there are still other interesting approaches introduced in related works, such as adding reinforcing-bars-based thick frame on the movable clamp-clamp beam and stopping pillars [101], designing the movable membrane with tri-layer (insulator-metal-insulator) structure [102], placing separated thin posts above the dielectric layer or bottom electrode to eliminate the problem of sticking and to improve the reliability by three orders of magnitude [28, 33], choosing proper dielectric layer (e.g., AlN and PZT which can easily de-trap charges [57]; double-dielectric-layer structures; and small surface roughness) and reducing the temperature changes and humidity effect on it [8], or packaging the switch with hermetic methods to avoid the contamination, humidity and destructions [34] [76].

Another novel design for long lifetime RF-MEMS switch was presented in Fig. 15 [48], where a freely moving contact pad...
structure was used to actuate the switch through electrostatic force and release it by gravitational force; the switch’s lifetime can reach more than 200 billion cycles under cold switching condition; meantime the switch shows a very short switching time (1.2~1.3μs) since without any elastic deformation involved in the actuation. The only limitation of this switch is the sensitivity to the slants due to the gravitation.

D. SHORT SWITCHING TIME

The RF-MEMS switch’s switching time can be reduced by modifying the movable structure, applying proper control voltage, or using different actuation mechanism. For example, normally damping holes (Fig. 9) are formed on the actuation membrane so as to reduce air damping during switch actuation, resulting in an improvement of the switching speed [23]. In [90], a “soft-landing” waveform (Fig. 13 (b)) which can close the membrane with nearly zero velocity and no rebound, as the control voltage for the RF-MEMS switch, could be used to reduce the switch’s switching time more than 30 µs. Comparing with the electrostatic RF-MEMS switch, piezoelectric actuation shows faster switching speed and low-actuation voltage, but parasitic actuation occurs frequently due to the mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion [21].

E. MULTIBAND TOPOLOGY

From the frequency specification of the 5G scenario, the RF-MEMS switch with wideband frequency is also a critical factor in some related applications. Several designs have shown the RF-MEMS switches can be developed and operated in wideband frequency. For example, four shunt RF-MEMS capacitive switches with different resonant frequencies were designed to be connected in parallel with small inductive sections (Fig. 16 (a)) to operate in frequency of 11 to 40GHz where its measured isolation is greater than 45dB [60]. A new type of shunt RF-MEMS capacitive switch consists of two cantilever beams which are anchored at the central top electrode of a capacitor (the bottom electrode is the signal line) and hanging over the ground plane (Fig. 16 (b)); this switch can be operated from 3.2 to 20.3GHz by pulling down one beam or two beams together [103]. One more similar idea shunt RF-MEMS capacitive switch was proposed in [104], where a roadside bridge structure joined with two asymmetric structures of cantilevers on either side (Fig. 16 (c)) was used to operate the switch with four states (namely on state, left-off-state, right-off-state and both-off-state) three resonant peak frequencies of 10.4, 11 and 21.4GHz.

F. INTEGRATION AND PACKAGING

The monolithically integrated (e.g., CMOS or BiCMOS based) RF–MEMS switch is a trend for further RF-MEMS switch’s development which has shown several advantages, such as i) easily integrated with integration circuits on a single chip, ii) reduced parasitic capacitance, ii) low insertion loss even in very high frequency range (e.g., up to 140GHz, or 250GHz); iii) high isolation; and iv) low fabrication cost since most of them need mask or maskless post-CMOS process [45, 47, 61]. For example, the standard 2P4M (double polysilicon four metal) 0.35-μm CMOS process from TSMC, and post-process has been used to fabricate RF-MEMS capacitive switch in [45-47, 61]; a novel RF CMOS-MEMS switch was fabricated on a 0.6-μm CMOS LSI (large scale integration) with CMOS control circuits [76]; in [32], 0.13μm SiGe BiCMOS technology was used to fabricate a SPDT switch in 110 to 170GHz. The only limitation of these switches is their high loss from general low resistivity silicon substrate. A trench under the CPW line is suggested to avoid this problem [61]. In order to reduce the contamination and humidity effect to the RF-MEMS switch, a hermetic packaging is preferred. For example, a thin film was used to encapsulate the switch at wafer level in [76] to prevent destruction during other processes and also to enhance the reliability to more than 1 billion cycles; a hermetic chamber made by 20-mm acryl with a range of 0.01 to 1 mbar was employed [34] which shows that the damping...
coefficient of the switch keeps constant under the pressure condition. Other than this, using Pyrex or borofloat glass as substrate to fabricate the RF-MEMS switches and then bonding with silicon substrate is another packaging and integrating method, as shown in [50]. Also in [35], a feasible low-cost molded package, namely combining of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and an anodic-bonding glass wafer was proposed for the RF-MEMS switch’s fabrication; the purpose of the capping is to put the contacts and the actuator under atmospheric control by sealing with nitrogen at reduced pressure to avoid the contamination and humidity effect meantime to increase the lifetime. The main advantage of this method is the ease in the integration of mechanical and electrical components; moreover, the preponderances of the Pyrex glass, such as very high resistivity, small thermal coefficient expansion, and inert to the most of acids and other chemicals, still can be utilized by the RF-MEMS switches’ fabrication.

Furthermore, recently based on the development of printable electronics, RF-MEMS capacitive switch can be fabricated using flexible printed circuit processing technique [105] which is suitable for assembly and packaging of RF-MEMS reconfigurable circuits and antennas on laminated substrates, and could show a possible to be transferred and integrated with standard IC systems with low-cost and high-volume approach.

V. CONCLUSION

Compared to 4G-LTE (4th generation – long term evolution) technology, 5G systems demands for wider and higher operation frequency range, as well as larger reconfigurability to cover different services, and can reduce hardware redundacy and power consumption. Scoring such targets means leveraging on passives with boost features, and RF-MEMS technology could be a viable solution, both for 5G RF Front Ends (RFFE) and base stations [13]. RF-MEMS switches, as one of the essential components in wireless communication systems and radar systems, have been thoroughly reviewed in this paper, in terms of their RF performance, actuation voltage, reliability, switching time, multiband topology, integration and packaging. From the design aspect, RF-MEMS capacitive switches generally adopt the shunt-type connection whereas RF-MEMS metal-contact switches uses series-type connection with the transmission line. In order to implement the RF-MEMS switches into 5G related applications, many different techniques in structures, materials, fabrication methods, integrations and packaging have been investigated, summarized and explained in this work. The main contribution of this work is to present an extensive summary which can be referred to for future work in optimizing the RF-MEMS switches’ design and performance, especially for 5G and high performance applications.
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